
Culture Consumption in Finland
Distinctive Characteristics
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There seem to be some the distinctive a
apparently fairly deep-rooted character
tics of the consumption of culture in pre
sent-day Finland. These characteristics 
been taken mostly more or less for grant
in earlier research and the whole issue h
been skated over – which makes them
particularly interesting subject of study.

My concern is with the collective cultu
ral memory, with the question of how in
vestigation of that memory can help us u
derstand (said to be) ”national” character
tics. Or to see if there are any, in rhetor
of ”national culture” they exist anyhow.

Many of our ways of thinking today ca
be traced a long way back in history, in t
nation-building process and the enlighte
ment that came with that process. T
moral aspects of culture consumption se
to be particularly resistant to change. It
not only that we have the freedom 
choose; the good citizen is expected to 
something or to choose something rath
than to do or to choose something else;
least the feeling, the pressure is alwa
there. The history of the Finnish gend
system and ways of cultural consumptio
also seem to be intertwined. But how ha
these cultural models evolved in histor
how have they been constructed, how a
they reproduced in everyday life today?
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Patterns of Culture Consumption
and Trends in Development

Extensive research has been done in F
land to explore people’s cultural leisur
pursuits, the breakdown of participation 
culture, people’s choices and preference
the domain of culture (Culture of the Every-
day, 1994). There is also quite abundant 
formation available on the distinctiv
characteristics of culture consumption 
Finland; the active role of women, for in
stance, is well substantiated. As in oth
countries of the world, women in Finlan
take a keener interest in culture than me
However, in Finland the difference in fa
vour of women is quite considerable.

By far the most active consumers of a
are represented by highly educated wom
There are both similarities and differenc
in women’s choices with international pa
terns. The international pattern is that w
men’s favourite television programmes a
soaps and drama, but in Finland wome
top favourites (as of men’s) are the ne
and current affairs programmes. Wom
read more than men, and they read a lo
romantic entertainment as well as non-fi
tion and quality literature. While the inte
national research literature has found th
women are chiefly oriented towards ente
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tainment, women in Finland show 
stronger orientation to non-fiction, ente
tainment and high culture. As far as m
are concerned, including those occupyi
higher social class position, they do n
show the same degree of identification w
art in Finland.

We also know that there is a preferen
in Finland for cultural products of domest
origin; realism and the author’s or produ
cer’s gender are also important factors (s
the reading studies by Katarina Eskola, e
1989, and the television studies by Pe
Alasuutari, e.g. 1991). In recent year
however, we have seen changes in both 
frequency of consumption and the choic
themselves. According to leisure surveys
Finland younger generations show 
stronger preference for audiovisual cultu
and for foreign products. This orientatio
seems to be particularly clear among you
males. Young women are also quite keen
everything that is new, but they have n
discarded the old: they still read a lot, pla
musical instruments and listen to classic
music.

All in all there is ample evidence of 
major breakthrough of audiovisual cultur
Our leisure studies clearly indicate that tr
ditional music in particular (folk music, re
ligious music, traditional dance music, etc
has lost much of its appeal in the ear
1990s. The same applies to theatre and
traditional formats of radio programmin
which require concentration on the part 
the audience.

In Finland the intelligentsia has playe
an exceptionally important role in ”civiliz-
ing” and building the nation. Now that th
process of nation-building is nearing i
completion, it seems that the ethos of t
intelligentsia in culture consumption ha
reached a turning point. The results of o
leisure surveys show that the consumpti
2
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of audiovisual culture has increased amo
intellectuals at the expense of high cultu
It appears that the new audiences of tra
tional high culture are to be found in th
agrarian population, among pensioners a
to some extent in the working class.

Although the consumption of culture, b
international standards, is at a compa
tively high level in Finland, it seems tha
culture is rarely attributed a significance 
its own right as a form of art (e.g. Liikka
nen, 1994a). This applies most notably 
men, among whom hardly anyone f.i. sa
that opera or theatre are important to the
personally.

This very same paradox is highlighted 
the interim report of a European group 
experts appointed to evaluate cultural p
licy in Finland:

Incidentally it is interesting to note that

this high participation appears somewhat

paradoxical in the light of the very detai-

led analysis of the Finnish cultural identity

drawn up by Jaan Kaplinski, a member of

the group of experts (cf separate report en-

titled Some remarks on Finnish culture):

how indeed can this high participation rate

be explained in the light of such aspects

of the Finnish identity revealed in this rep-

ort as solitude, individualism and a lack

of communication? An interesting subject

of reflection for cultural anthropology.

(National Cultural... 1994, 117)

The traditional pattern of culture consum
tion in Finland seems to give more weig
to collective elements rather than strateg
of distinction. Unity and homogeneity ar
key values and important building block
for (national) identity. Conveying an ou
ward image of cultural unity has in fac
been a distinct objective for intellectuals 
Finland. This, apparently, has bee
grounded in prevailing images of a natio
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divided into two camps, i.e. a front guard 
intellectuals on the one hand and the peo
on the other (see e.g. Ollila 1994, 54). T
arts have developed under the protection
this ethos of national unity.

However, society and the place of arts
society are going through some maj
changes at the moment. Ever since 
1970s social scientists have been advoc
ing theories of the erosion of tradition
identities attached to occupational status
social class or even gender; these identi
are now being discarded in favour of loos
more variable and more optional attac
ments to consumption, leisure pursuits, e
The nature of culture consumption 
changing; it is becoming less serious, mo
touristy, more a genuine pleasure. At t
same time, the status of art and high cultu
is changing.

New elements of professionalism a
also entering the scene. Occupations 
lated to culture production in a broad sen
(advertising, the media) involve increasin
numbers of people today. Indeed a lar
part, sometimes the majority of people 
cultural events may be people who are th
for professional reasons, or at least par
for reasons of getting new ideas for the
own job (see also Noro 1995).

The dividing line between high cultur
and low culture in Western culture is ero
ing, even though there are also signs of o
posite trends in development. My hyp
thesis is that the rapid rise of the consum
tion of popular and audiovisual culture 
Finland as legitimate practices alongsi
(or even beyond) high culture in the midd
class and the intelligentsia (upper whit
collar groups) has to do with the fact th
attachment to the consumption of high cu
ture by social class has been ambiguo
but by gender comparatively strong.
3
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What is High Culture in Finland?

Definitions of high culture vary. Perhap
most typically, high culture is defined i
terms of the quality and internal characte
istics (e.g. complexity) of the cultural prod
uct. Another definition takes departur
from the audience: high culture is co
sumed by a ”high-quality” audience. I
many cases both of these elements 
present at the same time, i.e. the cultu
product is defined as high culture throug
its use in society (see Cultivating... 1992).
But is high culture art, or is art always hig
culture?

Traditionally, a basic condition for qua
lification as high culture in Finland ha
been complete dissociation from everythi
foreign: a high-culture product must appe
as an integral part of national culture, ser
the interests of national unity (e.g. Liikka
nen 1994a). Similarly, a high-culture pro
duct must not be associated with enterta
ment or commercialism. To a certain exte
commercial has become synonymous w
foreign. Vuokko Lepistö (1994, 188), fo
instance, says in her study that even the
vasion of foreign-produced household a
pliances around the turn of the century a
their adoption among the common folk w
discouraged because they were conside
a threat to the project aimed at the reviv
of craftsmanship in the country. In the co
text of popular education, Lepistö says, t
two values of foreign and domestic we
wholly incompatible and mutually exclu
sive. Even so, ”it is likely that the new tec
nology was brought to the homes of to
people in the association and that there w
serious debate about allowing people to u
them” (ibid., 188). The top people had on
set of moral rules for themselves, anoth
for the common folk.
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Clearly then Finland has always lacked
firm societal class basis for an artisticall
oriented high culture based on distinctio
The imperatives of nation-building and n
tional unity have been so overriding th
the whole idea of distinction through cu
ture and art has been untenable. Even 
bourgeoisie and the rising middle cla
have traditionally been forced to promo
the nation’s ”common” interest in their cu
tural taste. Tracing back to 19th-centu
ideas and ideals of nationality, these n
tions of ”people’s power” have survived u
until the present day.

Even today the cultural tastes of profe
sionals (e.g. literary critics) and the gene
public, for instance, have a great deal 
common in terms of cultural canons (Esk
la & Linko 1984). The art genres and th
individual works of art that in Finland en
joy the status of high culture are those th
show a firm commitment to the societal o
jectives (the building of a common lan
guage and national unity) adopted and a
cepted by all. Finland has not been built 
a multicultural basis but rather as a land
one language and one culture, even thou
Swedish enjoys a special status as the co
try’s second official language. No socia
class has committed itself to art and to co
noisseurship as a strategy of distinctio
Elitism has a bad reputation in Finland. T
general image is that the tastes of the nat
are fairly homogenous in the domains 
culture.

This is not to say that there is no hig
culture and no low culture in Finland, o
that there has never been any contest 
tween them. Radio, movies, phonogram
television and video have all had to g
through a more or less intense cultur
process of legitimation. In all these cas
the safest strategy has been to rub should
with national culture and to shrug off an
labels of commercialism. For exampl
4
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most films that have secured a place as 
nonized national culture have been co
nected, often through an intertextual rel
tionship, to the epic and realistic traditio
of narration that is such an integral part 
the national cultural heritage (Wuolijok
Linna, Aho).

Kimmo Laine (1993, 14) has show
how the written manifestos of SuomiFilm
in the 1930s were intended to represent 
film producers as being behind the offici
policy line of unity:

[We] have been encouraged by the con-

viction that the film industry has an im-

portant role to play in the national project,

that films can disseminate the message of

national unity to people who remain blind

to other forms of modern art.

According to Laine (ibid., 11), the bounda
ries between art and entertainment or h
culture and low culture do not yet seem 
be very clear and strict in the 1920s a
1930s. Several authors (e.g. Makkon
1992, Kivimäki 1993, Laine 1993) hav
shown that the demarcation project start
in earnest in the 1950s, following th
strong period of ideological unity durin
the war and the popularity of entertai
ment. The 1950s marked the invasion 
modernism and Anglo-American popula
culture in Finland.

Rahkonen (1995, 15) says that, f
Bourdieu, tastes are ”undoubtedly, abo
all else, strong dislikes, horror and viscer
intolerance (’feeling sick’) towards othe
tastes and the tastes of others”. The 
spondents of the leisure survey by Statist
Finland were asked to identify not on
their favourite cultural products but also th
television programmes and the type of m
sic they would not want to watch or liste
to. The dimensions that emerged in their 
sponses were foreign/domestic, gend
generation, old/new, urban/rural, moder
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traditional. The interesting thing, howeve
is that both men and women and bo
young people and older people menti
jazz more frequently on the reject side th
opera. So should the inference be dra
that jazz is the most elitistic genre of all?

Polarization of Home & Work
and Leisure
Value systems of life-morality also includ
more or less permanent elements which 
fect patterns of culture consumption. Fin
ish culture revolves very clearly aroun
home and work. In the process building 
models of living and good life culture wa
regarded as secondary to higher objectiv
to high standards of work ethics and to h
mony at home, to the growth of enlighte
ment.

Looking at the subjective meanings th
people attach to the everyday and to leis
in our interviews, we find that in many life
morality issues there are layers which 
back a long way in the history of Weste
civilization as well as the history of Fin
land. The analyses so far (e.g. Liikkan
1992) have revealed longer-term structu
at a more general level than just life-situ
tion and social status. This ”cultural me
mory” also plays a role in the way that cu
ture and cultural products takes on its me
nings in the everyday.

Leisure (the setting for most cultur
consumption) assumes different, sometim
contradictory meanings depending on t
context in which it is talked about. The tra
ditional cultural meaning of leisure regard
it as general futility and idleness.

The modern concept of leisure is close
connected to the concept of (wage) emplo
ment. When it is considered as an option
attachment to work and family life, leisur
is typically defined as a minor residual c
tegory outside the domains of work and t
5
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family. But when leisure and its meaning
are explored in their own right, from th
point of view of the respondent’s own ev
ryday life, it takes on a whole new impo
tance; in fact it appears as more importa
than work. In this analysis virtually an
area of everyday life or indeed life in its e
tirety (as was the case in ancient tradition
is defined as leisure (e.g. Liikkanen 1994

The polarization of work and family in
Finnish culture has been a central conc
in the recent work of Antti Karisto (1994)
Karisto has highlighted the importance 
the ”third sphere”: community life, self
realization and leisure, and modern s
vices. His thesis is that

within the third sphere it is crucially im-

portant to gain control over one’s life ...

and to find and maintain a positive under-

currents in life, to fit together and prevent

the emergence of problems in two other

spheres, i.e. work and family.

The convergence of work and famil
started around the turn of the century, bu
was only from the 1930s through to th
1950s that the project really got off th
ground with the middle-class home ideol
gy. By this time education was mostly pr
vided by professionals (journalists, teac
ers, etc.) and by the public sphere. With t
development of communication technolog
the consumption of culture was increa
ingly moving into the home, and one of th
explicit objectives of education was indee
a spatial and temporal segmentation of 
home. The consumption of culture wa
consciously linked up with recreation, wit
leisure at home. Leisure was supposed to
spent together with the family in a spa
specially set apart for the purpose, i.e.
the living room, and the purpose was 
strengthen the family’s sense of togeth
ness. At the same time this project also 
volved the production womanhood/fem
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ninity and manhood/masculinity in the fa-
mily.

Cultural Memory
Although the field of culture consumptio
has long been in turmoil and transition, a
although uses of culture have proliferat
enormously, there is still a remarkable pe
manence and rigidity about of many of i
structures and discourses. If culture co
sumption in Finland and the relationship
between the world of art/culture and its a
diences do possess distinctive nation
characteristics, I do not believe they can 
fruitfully explored by looking at curren
practices only; we need also to look at t
characteristics and structures that ha
been produced in history.

The project to build up a distinctive Fin
nish culture has been a conscious effort
the part of an active group of people. Hie
archic systems of meanings related to c
ture consumption are all the time being r
produced not only by the consumers with
their own everyday life, but also throug
the products of culture and the public d
main (f.i. artcritics). If and when practice
change and are redefined, it is precise
these ”cultural title pages” that will be re
flected upon, that will be resisted, take
apart, redefined, and left behind.

For the present purposes I have ra
domly selected a piece from the cultu
pages of Helsingin Sanomat (Finland’s big-
gest daily) on 25 Feb 1995. In it, criti
Lauri Karvonen is commenting on a co
cert that was held in connection with th
founding of the Finnish Saxophone Soci
ty. He writes:

The Finnish Saxophone Society certainly

got off to a flying start with a packed house

of devoted listeners. If you have an inte-

resting theme for a jazz session you can

be sure the audience will be there.
6
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The difficulty with having such a vast

array of different types of bands playing

at the same concert is that you are bound

to get a somewhat muddled picture; and

less of true artistic pleasure.

Yet the cavalcade-like setup has undis-

puted legitimacy as an integral part of the

nation’s musical policy line, not least in

an education sense. Even the most hard-

headed peasant must have appreciated the

strengths of Finnish saxophone players,

learned in what sort of music those

strengths can best be exploited, and

absorbed a great deal of information about

the history of this family of instruments.

This excerpt raises at least the followin
questions:

• The relationship between education a
art (artistic pleasure): why does the e
lightened listener sacrifice his pleasu
on the shrine of education and the n
tion’s musical policy line, what purpos
does this serve?

• Who, specifically, is the critic address
ing in referring to the nation’s musica
policy line: the audience, the enligh
ened listener, the public authorities?

• Who is this enlightened listener (is it 
she or a he, does he or she have a c
location, is he or she a member of the 
telligentsia)?

• The relationship between the audienc
approval and artistic pleasure: are th
mutually exclusive?

• The notion that there exists ”true artist
pleasure”; whose is that pleasure, wh
exactly does it consist in?

• Who is this audience, ”the most har
headed peasant” (in the original Finnis
text a gendered expression with histo
cal undertones)?
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• The relationship between popular cu
ture and art: why it is an ”artistic” pleas
ure that the critic refers to in his accou
of the reception of jazz?

• The view of a polarized society: the in
telligentsia vs the common folk.

• The view that the intelligentsia i
obliged to sacrifice itself to popular edu
cation (Anne Ollila, in a study on th
history of the Finnish Housewives’ As
sociation, refers to this as the intell
gentsia’s ethics of obligation. She sa
that ”the intelligentsia was expected 
expend every ounce of effort in th
work and to brush aside all thoughts 
personal benefit; in return it was no
proper to expect any praise [...]”).

It is interesting to consider the question 
how far present-day practices can be und
stood as reflections of the past, and how 
back in time we have to go, or can go, 
the search for fragments of memory. A
though the consumption/use/reception 
culture is a multifaceted process, my co
cern here is specifically with the collectiv
and shared elements of cultural practic
The long traces and reflections of the co
lective memory seem to be bound up, p
ticularly, with life-morality, with notions of
what is valuable and what isn’t. The pa
terns of culture use and the hierarchic stru
ture of different cultural domains hav
taken shape in history, and they have a re
vance all their own from the point of view
of the present.

In any analysis of the use of cultur
products it is important to bear in mind th
meanings and hierarchic orders are co
nected not only to individual products b
also to the broader culture in which the
exist, or to the domain that is known as a
7

We may assume that, from the consumpt
point of view, different forms of culture ha
ve very different roles, functions and me
nings. Following are some examples of pr
liminary meanings attached to different d
mains as they emerged from our interview

Theatre: middle-of-the-week festivity,
entertainment, gender (feminin
ity)

Opera: festivity, distinction, class (eli-
te), femininity

Music: home, identity (generation)

television: everyday, gender, modernity

literature: knowledge/education, identity

film: diversion from the everyday
visuality, art, opposition to cul-
ture

The consumer’s encounter with the cultu
product involves a complex process of a
proval/rejection. The process may perha
begin with the consumer recognizing th
main category of culture in question (the
tre, visual arts/art exhibition, television, ra
dio...) and then identifying the specifi
genre, the product itself, the producer, e
Other factors enter the scene in subsequ
stages: contextual factors, the recipien
life-situation, the time of day and time o
year, etc. Non-conscious (non-said, u
thought) elements and emotions (like/d
like) figure centrally in this process. Rece
tion studies tend to bypass this process
together, moving straight on to the situ
tion where the receiver is face-to-face wi
the cultural product of choice. To me, how
ever, it is clear that this ”natural” process 
approval/rejection should be incorporate
in the analysis of the long-term seman
structures of culture.
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On the Relationship between
Art and the Audience

Some of the structures of the collective cu
tural memory are connected with the re
tionships between the field of art, the wor
of art and the audience. As we have alrea
seen, art, in Finnish history, has be
closely involved in popular education an
in the project of nation-building. The inte
lectual class and public authorities ha
perhaps taken an exceptionally active ro
as mediators between the general pub
and the field of art.

This must have affected the position 
art in society as well as the relationship b
tween art and the audience. It seems t
there is an exceptionally strong tradition 
autonomy in the field of art, a deep-seat
antipathy against commercialism and fal
exploitation. This is grounded in the ro
manticist theory of art, whose Kantian n
tions of genius and the artist have been 
scribed as follows (Salmi 1991, 268):

The genius never copies nor works ac-

cording to rules laid down by others. The

genius creates his own rules [...] Given the

direct links of the genius with nature, the

ideas he received were through some sort

of divine inspiration. The artist created his

works of art in a trance that was never go-

ing to bow to any sort of working hours.

A strict distinction was made between arti-

sans and ’real’ artists. [...] The stereotypi-

cal artist locked up in his chambers would

follow nothing else but his inspiration; he

could not work for a patron. At the same

time the handicrafts aspect of the artist’s

job, the everyday drudgery was conscious-

ly put aside and forgotten.

In Finland this is probably combined wit
an ethos of autonomy at work and copi
alone, which probably traces back to o
peasant heritage (cf. Kortteinen 1993). 
8
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so far as the relationship to society has be
mediated through the state, there has b
no need to call into question and probl
mize the relationship to the audience, a
the notion of the autonomous artist and t
individual or lonely creative artist has reta
ned its appeal.

Any culture that has failed to shrug o
the labels of commercialism or popular e
tertainment or pure amateurism will ce
tainly have had a very hard time trying 
get public funding. Some forms of cultur
(such as the circus) have gone to gr
lengths to establish their status as leg
mate art instead of popular culture. In
small country such as Finland the priva
markets for culture are very limited indee
and that means that public funding is ess
tial for the survival of art and the culture in
dustry in general. Since the state has ha
very central role in providing culture with
the resources it has needed, it also has
important role in pulling up differen
branches of culture – and pushing the
down. One of the most recent examples
the case of VAT: the discussion about t
introduction of VAT in culture made it clea
that the traditional dichotomies or art vs e
tertainment and commercial vs non-com
mercial are still very central to cultura
policy. It also emerged that literary cultu
has a value in itself as compared with t
visual arts or certain areas of music cultu

It seems that all this has resulted in t
world of art and the audience living a para
lel and separate existence with very litt
contact between them. It may well be ask
whether it is difficult for the field of Finn-
ish art, because of its historical tradition
to regard its audience as anything oth
than a receiver, as a mass of people req
ing education. The field of art seems to 
more strongly oriented towards its own i
ner dialogue and to safeguarding the po
tion of individual branches of art vis-à-vi
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the public authorities than towards a bro
der, collective dialogue. It often seems th
it is extremely difficult for the world of art
to accept that its audience can itself cre
art and that it is actually capable of fruitfu
dialogue. The emphasis in artistry is on a
tonomy and on professionalism, which 
reflected in needs to draw a dividing lin
between professionalism and non-profe
sionalism in both the production of art an
its reception.

In a television programme on the art e
hibition ARS 95 in Helsinki, Neil Hard-
wick (British TV-writer and journalist who
has worked about 30 yrs in Finland) said 
did not want to disturb ordinary people b
interviewing them because he had notic
that Finnish people are not very keen 
talking about art in public. The public do
main is strictly controlled by experts
Where else does one still hear so much t
about the dangers of populism as in art 
views?

The cultural determination of art in Fin
land no doubt has significance from th
point of view of non-professional con
sumption of culture and non-profession
production of culture. Does it generate s
lence in the audience? How is the artis
and the audience’s relationship affected
the situation where the walls between pr
fessionalism and amateurism begin 
crumble with the arrival of new technology
According to Kari Ilmonen (1992, 85) th
general public does not necessarily rega
professional art as superior to amateur a

Keijo Rahkonen (1995, 15-16) refers 
Schulze in pointing out that the art and cu
ture discourse has changed. Schulze 
scribes the new discourse as ”laconic”, 
”profoundly subjective aesthetics” in whic
”we are not actually talking about art bu
about ourselves, not about a work of art b
about the effects it has on ourselves, n
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about the quality of art in an objectiv
sense but of liking or not-liking.”

In the light of our interview material an
also in the light of my own personal expe
ence, this manner of speech is easy to
cognize. When people talk about art an
say, culture programmes on television, th
want to stress their own ”individual” expe
riences, they are reluctant to attach it to t
genre, or to the artist’s intentions. Peop
want to define their own ”self” outside th
hierarchies of the world of art, to reta
their autonomy, their freedom of choic
But is this a purely ”new” mode of recep
tion? Or does it perhaps have roots that
back a bit longer? Does it perhaps comb
something of the Finnish heritage and t
new situation?

The Finnish Gender System and
Patterns of Culture Consumption
One aspect of culture consumption th
seems to be fairly stable in Finland is th
men and women take different attitudes 
wards art and culture. The Finnish gend
system and its historical evolution hav
been explored in a research project un
Liisa Rantalaiho and Raija Julkunen (Th
sex/gender system of the welfare state; 
Naisten hyvinvointivaltio 1994).

The theory of the gender system preva
ing in society is based on Yvonne Hird
man’s notion of two key principles within
that system, i.e. separation and hierarc
Separation implies that woman and w
manhood can be clearly distinguished fro
man and manhood; and hierarchy that m
and manhood are more highly valued th
woman and womanhood. A basic premi
of the theory is that, within our Wester
culture of antitheses, each pair of opposi
carries meanings of gender hierarchy. T
assumption here is that the gender diff
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ence is a key factor which structures hum
life and cuts across language, culture a
everyday life. The gender difference can 
seen as a sort of deep structure of cultu
Referring to Carole Pateman’s (1988) co
cept of ”sexual contract”, feminist schola
in the Nordic countries have also advocat
the view that within the existing gende
system negotiations are carried on in so
ety to produce sexual contracts which co
tain the unspoken rules, the reciproc
rights and duties that determine the re
tionships between the male and the fem
gender, the relationships between gene
tions, and ultimately the relationship
within the domains of production and re
production (Rantalaiho 1994, 14).

The building of the Finnish gender sy
tem since the beginning of twentieth cent
ry has been based on a strict separation
male domains and female domains, on
gender partnership based on labour eth
and on a clear division of labour and rel
tive autonomy. Around the turn of the ce
tury women themselves were still ver
much in favour of maintaining the separ
tion of men and women and male and 
male domains. According to the resear
project one of the specific responsibilitie
allocated to women was that of civilizatio
and education. According to Raija Julkun
the First sexual contract was negotiated
the beginning of the century and secon
the so called ”working mother contract” i
the sixties. What is crucial according to h
is that the latter was negotiated betwe
women and the state, which means that c
turally the relations between maculinit
and femininity remained untouched.

This relative autonomy and separatio
(and de-eroticization) of the male and f
male domains probably goes some way 
wards explaining the extraordinary rigidit
of the gendered division of labour in Fin
land. This applies equally to time usage a
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to the allocation of household chores, 
professional differentiation and to wag
differentials. Art studies and the humaniti
remain alien to Finnish male culture; me
are still heavily oriented towards technol
gy, engineering sciences, economic scie
ces, in general towards professional occ
pations. The different orientation of me
and women is still clearly seen in their le
sure studies and in their other leisu
choices.

Art and culture consumption have fo
med an integral part of the educational pr
ject, which means the domain has be
controlled in large part by women. The cu
rent extent of culture consumption is n
entirely an achievement of the cultural po
cies pursued by the welfare state, but 
roots can be traced back to a maternalis
social policy (to which current policies ar
a natural extension). Maternalistic soci
policy refers to the work in which ”the wo
men of many generations have built t
service institutions of the welfare state, fir
on the basis of private and voluntary wo
and then, as the opportunities were ma
available, in collaboration with the state
(Rantalaiho 1994, 23). Women are accu
tomed to working together across soc
class boundaries. Leisure studies ha
shown that there are women who take 
interest in high culture in all social group
even though the hard core of high cultu
followers is to be found among those wi
the highest education, i.e. those chiefly r
sponsible for the civilization project. Th
entertainment favoured by women al
seems to contain a message that educa
provides an opportunity for upward mobi
ity. Indeed my own thesis is that, workin
under the protection of their autonomy a
unity, women have developed their ow
distinctive way of receiving and consumin
culture.
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Matti Hyvärinen has referred in many di
ferent contexts to the deep sense of anxi
that is repeated in the biographies of firs
generation educated men. In Finnish m
culture art and ”gentlemen” (”herrat”) ofte
seem to find themselves on one side of 
court, facing the common folk on the othe
For instance, the light entertainment of a
by men likes to ridicule culture, femininity
education, ”gentlemen”. Indeed it seem
that male attitudes towards art and cultu
still reflect historical class antagonism
tracing all the way back to the Civil Wa
The Finnish gender system would thus a
pear to provide at least a partial explanat
for the paradox identified by the Europea
research team quoted above. The canoni
image of Finnishness is emphatically 
male-dominated image.

The thesis that culture and the consum
tion of culture belongs to the female d
main is also supported by the findings 
Ruostetsaari in his study on Finnish pow
elites. Ruostetsaari (1992, 90) found th
power elites in Finland are heavily mal
dominated; only a few per cent are wome
Rather than rigid blocs with clear, fixe
boundaries, Ruostetsaari says, power el
in Finland are fluid networks, comparab
to fraternal associations.

Women’s representation is highest in t
political elite (where women account fo
one third) and the cultural elite (one qua
ter). Also characteristic of the cultural elit
is that it has very little contact with othe
elites. As Ruostetsaari says (ibid., 218),

the cultural elite is so loosely connected

to other elites that it is questionable

whether it should be counted in the power

elite in the first place.

Further,

the very core of power in Finland is in the

hands of just 17 men who occupy at least

three elite positions in one or more sectors.
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In this group neither the sectors of admin
tration, the mass media or culture are rep
sented.

Finnish power elites say they take an 
terest, in broad terms, in ”culture”; this re
sult was based on an open-ended quest
It does not, as such, differ from the finding
of Statistics Finland’s Leisure Surve
which used open-ended questions to m
sure leisure interests in the whole popu
tion. Among the ”leisure interests” men
tioned most frequently were reading (2
%), literature (16 %), music (16 %), cultur
in general (6 %), visual arts (5 %), films (
%), theatre (4 %), writing (3 %), photogra
phy and videofilming (3 %). Other interes
that were more important than or equa
important as culture included sports a
physical exercise (25 %), outdoor recre
tion and walking (14 %), fishing (11 %
gardening (8 %), and travelling (8 %
(ibid., 178).

Clearly then, in the light of these find
ings, culture is no longer a particularly im
portant means of distinction (in the sen
that Bourdieu defines the term). Indee
Ruostetsaari concludes that

as far as their leisure interests are con-

cerned the power elite hardly differs from

the rest of the population (ibid., 181).

Women mention culture, studies and soc
participation more often than men (which
the same situation as in the whole popu
tion), who for their part take a keener inte
est in sports and physical exercise (ibi
171).

Cultural pursuits are least common 
the business elite, where (not surprising
the share of women is lowest. The only e
ception to the pattern is music, which 
general is characteristically a male doma
of culture. Otherwise the business elite
main interests include sports, physical ex
cise, hunting, fishing, tennis and golf (ibid
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174). It seems a safe argument that ot
signals related to way of life and to the re
resentation of way of life (and possib
gender) are far more important.

The Question of the Female
(Art)Audience
The ambivalence of the field of culture i
relation to womanhood/femininity is als
reflected in an obvious tension in attitud
towards women audiences: the shared a
explicit objective of all fields is to reach 
broad (and a broader) audience. At t
same time, however, there are clear indi
tions of a growing sense of annoyance, b
among artists and critics, about women a
diences, particularly middle-aged or agei
audiences, who are supporting and in fa
keeping alive several branches of art.

Theatre director Laura Ruohonen (199
has drawn attention to this point:

People are now talking about the demise

of Finnish theatre with the same sort of

conviction that others are talking about its

resurgence. The interesting thing is that

both views attribute a crucial role to wo-

men: on the one hand theatre is dying be-

cause men are no longer interested; on the

other hand the new spirit and vigour that

is growing up in theatre is very much in-

spired by women. Both the general public

and theatre itself agree that the declining

number of people in the auditorium is

mainly a budgeting problem. The fact that

most of the people who do come to the

theatre are women, is an indication of an

artistic crisis: nothing that appeals to

middle-aged women can be good, signi-

ficant or even alive.

Kirsikka Moring, art critic for Helsingin
Sanomat, addresses the same issue in h
column on 8 March 1994:
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For a very long time now a wall of fur

coats has been common abuse at theatre

premieres. I’ve never heard anyone say

anything about a wall of cigars, or about

Armani barricades. That’s because there

haven’t been any Why not?

Traditionally, men have spent their time in

different places, sipping whisky and ma-

king it clear to each other how important

they are.

So what’s wrong with walls of fur coats?

The women themselves, or their ”fur

coats”, the gentlemen who reluctantly

follow in their wake and who go into yaw-

ning mode before the first curtain!

Women have never been respected as con-

sumers of culture, nor their active grape-

vine role and influence. [...] There was a

time, there still is, when young male direc-

tors looked at their audiences of old bags

with unmistakeable contempt. You can’t

do proper art for these people. So who can

you do proper art for? [...]

The views of novelist Anja Kauranen (199
95) come across in this excerpt:

Most of the sisters in hospices are mature

daughters, in their fifties; they’ve lived

with their mother always and forever or

longer, they have a paid job, they do a lot

and they always seem to have the time, yet

they’re very typically lonely women. [...]

It’s hard to find quieter people anywhere

in the country than these prematurely

auntified women. They’re used to being

willing listeners, a good audience and in

fact it is they who largely make up the

ridiculed mass who wander down to fill the

theatres, concerts, panels, passions, yoga

classes, fashion shows at department sto-

res in the afternoon. They are many, they

fill an empty space.
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Mature daughters do not have a strong

personal identity, unless one is provided

by hard work and clean sheets for absen-

teeism. They’re rarely called spinsters any

more, they don’t really dare regard them-

selves as independent women either, after

all they’ve always shared all the television

soaps and all the special offers from the

supermarkets with their mothers.

The babushka-type aunt also figures in t
description of Anne Rouhiainen (Helsingin
Sanomat 19 February 1995):

Sorbelli, resident at the Whore Academy,

hits the revolving doors of the State Art

Museum at the same time as a crowd of

shrieking schoolchildren . The divinely

beautiful blonde takes off her grey mac-

intosh, starts up the staircase in her spi-

ked heels and net stockings, and turns to

study the paintings of Richter.

The camera crew follow in her footsteps,

then the crowd, young and old, fascinated

by the sculpture that appeared in their

midst from nowhere.

The girls conclude that Sorbelli must be a

professional dancer; no one else could

move like that. That Sorbelli is a trans-

vestite is no big deal as far as the youngs-

ters are concerned.

We’ve seen it all before.

The pubescent boys exhibit characteristic

teenage homophobia, making absolutely

sure they are not in the same shot with

Sorbelli. The only ones who seem to be

quite dumbfounded, and quite interested,

are the older aunts in the audience.

[...] Once you’ve met Sorbelli, mediocrity

just doesn’t matter any more.

So sublime, as far as women – and parti
larly middle-aged – women go, is transfo
med into banal. Kirsti Määttänen (199
13
-

24) has observed that ”one of the matters
course that needs to be called into quest
in the analysis of womanhood and the ev
ryday is the way in which our culture an
we as members of that culture understa
the limits of banality”.

The excerpts above also go to show h
the definition of art audiences and exis
ence as an art audience cannot be dis
guished from (self)definitions of artiste
hood. This also raises the question of t
relationship between different generatio
of women.

The issue of women audiences is a
interwoven with the issue of gendered pu
lic and private spaces. The different oppo
tunities for men and women to utilize the
(leisure) time have been connected to 
relationships between public and priva
space in different social classes. Earlier 
search has referred to the history of the c
and its gendered spaces (e.g. Wilson 199
The leisure of men is very much located 
public spaces, which are readily accessi
to men regardless of their social class. P
vatization has provided one means to exc
de social classes that have not been welco

Those public spaces that are open
women – streets, restaurants, dance pa
ions, sports fields – have not been (moral
open in the same way. Indeed important 
pects in the analysis of women’s leisu
pursuits include the home, family power r
lations and private space. The gradu
opening up of public spaces to women h
taken the safe route through semi-public
semi-private spaces (Wilson 1991, 101
Legitimate and safe spaces for women ha
included and include department store
cafeterias, concert halls, theatres, exhi
tion centres. Class position has also bee
factor of crucial importance in the histor
of women’s leisure. Some of the spac
mentioned above, particularly those relat
to the consumption of culture, have be
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open to middle-class or bourgeois wom
only. The boundaries have been determin
by dress codes and norms of behaviour
well as by the form and content of the a
on show in the space concerned. On 
other hand, certain public spaces have b
more open to working-class women than
upper class women.

The question that presents itself here
whether women, as an audience, ha
found their own space or their own spac
what sort of cultural practices are related
being an audience, does it involve joy or r
volt. Why do so many women not consid
it humiliating to be a listener or a receive
why don’t they even seem to be bother
by the mockery they’re subjected to? It 
hard to believe that it all boils down to th
”non-identity” that Kauranen speaks of. 
it more a matter of finding peace, a soc
area of one’s own, perhaps waiting for e
lightenment...

The reception of art, as a cultural sy
tem, (re)produces gender difference. Cou
it be that the emphasis on ”new professio
alism” that was mentioned earlier creates
new element of dignity or distinction in th
reception of art so that existence as an au
ence is more easily acceptable in the p
duction of cultural masculinity?

Strategies of Research into
Culture Consumption
One way to unravel and make visible th
hierarchies related to the consumption 
culture is to look at earlier research on co
sumption and reception.

In a crude description we can made
distinction between two different ap
proaches to studying culture: the search 
elements that different cultures share 
common and the search for elements t
separate different cultures. The former li
of inquiry is often associated with the stud
14
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of modern society and the latter with th
study of post-modern society. They ma
also reflect different views on the role o
culture in the structures of society, witho
taking any explicit stand on the stage 
situation of social development. If thes
two perspective were combined, it might 
easier to detect the different layers of soc
ty and to make visible the fact that th
world appears in a different light from dif
ferent perspectives.

Research that focuses on the consum
tion of art and high culture likes to unde
line the hierarchic nature of culture as we
as cultural differences. These studies a
involve an evolutionistic view of culture in
which the cultural products made in socie
can be set out on a linear continuum. Qua
ties attached to the cultural products d
fined as the highest forms of art includ
such descriptions as multiplicity, comple
ity, high underlying educational level, etc

This also seems to be reflected in the
ries on the reception of art culture. In the
theories, too, the element of hierarchy is 
ten there; modes of reception as well as 
objects of reception are set out in a hier
chic order. Pierre Bourdieu, for instanc
describes reception of art by experts 
cool, aesthetic distanciation based 
knowledge. The antithesis is represented
popular aesthetics grounded in emotio
and immediate experience (Bourdieu 196

It is quite striking how studies of art re
ception remain blind to the significance 
gender and gendered practices. In ma
cases the discourse that emphasizes e
tions and experiences is typical precisely
women’s mode of reception, regardless 
their social status. The emphasis on ha
facts and knowledge is in turn more clear
present in the speech of men.

The fact that women are more activ
consumers of culture than men is often n
glected in these studies completely – if i
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deed women are included in the study 
the first place. One of the scholars who d
cided to omit women altogether wa
Michéle Lamont (1992) in a comparativ
study of cultural practices of the upp
middle class in the United States a
France. This means that differences appe
ing as class and educational difference m
actually derive from gendered practices.

Feminist research on the consumption
culture has wanted to draw attention 
forms of culture that are defined as the lo
est forms, the television programmes th
women favour, soaps and quizzes and ga
shows, romantic readers, to the joy and 
tisfaction that women get out of these cu
tural products, or to the social compete
cies that are related to the use of these pr
ucts.

Many scholars concerned with popul
culture have also made clear their obje
tions to the tendency of art reception st
dies to adopt a view from above and to c
tically evaluate the consumer’s compete
cies. In research on popular culture t
viewpoint is at the consumer’s level of ev
ryday life. It often stresses the shared fe
tures of culture, and refuses even to adm
that there exists a distinction between 
and non-art; or at least it pays no attenti
to it. Indeed sometimes it feels as if studi
devoted to television or other forms o
popular culture are addressing a complet
different society from studies dealing wit
the audiences of high culture.

Sometimes research on popular cultu
anchors itself to the line of inquiry whic
emphasizes differences; this is typically t
case when the aim is to underline the ce
tral role of new cultural domains such a
television, audiovisual culture and fashio
in cultural distinctions. Where this bound
ary collapses, new problems are inevitab
caused to art studies in which the drawi
of the dividing line between art and non-a
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is an integral part of theory-building. O
the basis of old theories it is very difficu
to understand the cultural products (e
pictures) which have traditionally been o
the other side of the boundary.

The active role of the audience and th
involvement in the generation of ne
meanings was stressed most particularly
television studies in the 1980s as well as
other research on the reception and c
sumption of popular culture. Art receptio
studies as well as the art policy discussi
usually reserves the role of the creative 
dividual exclusively to the artist. Accordin
to Kirsi Saarikangas (1993, 39),

traditional, modern history of art has im-

plied an invisible viewer (and researcher);

in the case of architecture this has implied

the fading out of the user and the expe-

riencer.

So does all this mean that there has bee
reluctance, in the case of the sacred, the
tistic, to study everyday, profane, perha
disrespectful practices because the secto
culture production regarded as art has be
considered unproblematic from the point 
view of power?

For example, it is hard to imagine ho
the classical encoding/decoding model p
posed by Stuart Hall (1980) for the analys
of television viewing could be used in th
context of studying ”art”: films, a theatr
performance, or visual art. But it has be
used, and successfully so, in interpreti
the reception of soap operas, detective 
ries, or television current affairs pro
grammes. The model is based on the 
sumption that a hegemonic message c
sistent with the cultural order is coded in
the cultural product (media). The audien
has three (active) modes of decoding t
message: dominant reading, in which ca
the message is decoded verbatim, neg
ated reading and oppositional reading.
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But could the new subjective mode 
reading (as the opposite of aesthetic-the
retical reading), as described by Rahkon
and Schulze (1995, 15), be interpreted
corresponding to this oppositional readin
which ignores the criteria for the sanctific
tion of science and the ”objective” evalu
tion of quality and emphasizes the recip
ent’s subjective feelings?

It is interesting to consider the questio
of how far different concepts of culture ha
ve guided theory-building in reception an
consumption studies on artistic and popu
16
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culture. The question that I have is this: 
what extent are images of the ”audienc
produced by theory? Will the boundarie
between theories attached to art culture a
those attached to popular culture cave in
and when the walls between art culture a
popular culture collapse? And how will th
affect and transform research? One sym
tom of change might be the fact that the d
bate which used to be waged in the domain
the sociology of art is now going on in th
domain of the sociology of consumption.
.
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